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Normalizing Incomplete
Experimental Pole Figures by
Means of the Vector Method
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The vector method ofquantitative texture analysis provides a new solution of the problem
of normalizing incomplete experimental pole figures. It basically makes use of the fact
that the matrix tr*(hkl) to which the corresponding matrix tr(hkl) reduces in case of:
(1) axial symmetry in terms of pole figures; or (2) fiber textures in terms of orientations,
is full range. In this case tr*(hkl) actually establishes the correspondence between the axial
symmetrical direct pole figure and the corresponding inverse pole figure with respect to
the normal ON of the sample.

PROPERTIES OF THE DISCRETIZATION USED BY
THE VECTOR METHOD

In what is now well known as the vector method of quantitative texture
analysis (Ruer, 1976; Vadon, 1981; Schaeben, Wenk, and Vadon, 1984)
the correspondence between a (discrete) pole distribution (pole figure)
X and a (discrete) orientation distribution function Y is established by
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a matrix tr the column vectors of which are called elementary pole
figures D,

X trY= y.D. (I)

which when read as components becomes

N

xv trv.y, p 1,...,P (2)

with N < P.
Discretization of the pole figure X is performed according to the

common spherical coordinates (, r/), 0 < < 2n, 0 < r/< n/2 into K
rings of width At/= rc/2K, each of which is partitioned into L boxes
of the same area (A 2n/L), and which results in P K*L com-
ponents xv, 1 < p < P successively numbered by p (k-1)*L + l,
k 1,..., K, 1,..,L.

In a similar way, the orientation distribution is discretized according
to a partition of the unit triangle (asymmetric unit) into #m,x elements
of the same area along the coordinates (F, to), or (F, 2), and a partition
of the -axis, -2rr < < 27r, into M intervals of the same length 4n,/M.
Thus the orientation distribution is discretized in N #m,x*M com-
ponents y,, < n < N, successively numbered by n (#- 1)*M + m,
# 1,...,#mx, m M. The way of discretizing the pole figure
and the orientation distribution, which is mainly based on physical
conceptions, may lead us to thinking of the P N matrix tr as set up
by K*#max(L M)- submatrices O’kz, k 1, K, # #max"
In the case of axial symmetry with respect to the normal of the sample,
it holds

ko,L

X* Y X, X (3)
ko L (ko ),L +

for each (ko- 1)* L + 1, ko * L and each k0 1, K and per
definition

#o*M
Ym Ym (4)Y*o M m=(#o--’)*M +

for each m (#o- 1)* M + 1, /o*M and each #o 11, #max"
low Eq. (1) reduces to
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X* a* Y* (5)

with

K /Zmax

X*= 2 x’ek and Y*= ye., (6)
k=l /=I

where Y* represents the discrete inverse pole figure, and with the
(k* #max)- matrix or* given by

kL #M

7,t 2 E 17kl#m (7)
l=(k-1)l+ m=(#-l)M+

L M

l=lm=l

(cf. Ruer, 1976, pp. 66, 133, 145). As a* is full range (Vadon, 1981, p. 163,
Ruer and Vadon, 1982, p. 371), we may write at once

Y* (or*)- X * (8)

which means that in the special case of axial symmetry with respect to
the normal of the sample, the corresponding discretized orientation
distribution Y* which is here equivalent to the inverse pole figure with
respect to the normal of the sample, can be calculated directly.
The cases of axial symmetry with respect to other axes of the sample

can be treated analogously (Ruer, 1976, p. 67). As was shown previously
(Vadon, 1981), the vector method is capable of processing a single or
several incomplete pole figures without an additional numerical effort.
The only problem left was that the pole figures have to be normalized
in one way or another (cf. Vadon, 1981, p. 239).

RELATIVE NORMALIZATION OF SEVERAL INCOMPLETE
POLE FIGURES

Let I(hkl) be a discrete experimental pole figure which is not
necessarily axially symmetric or complete, i.e., a P’-dimensional vector
of measured intensities, with P’= K’* L, K’ < K. Now set

koL

l-ko L/=(ko-)L+X It, ko 1,..., K (9)
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and

I I-k (10)

for each p (k- 1)*L + 1,..., k’L, k 1,..., K’, then I* may be
regarded as the artificially symmetrized pole figure associated to I. In
the case of initial axial symmetry of I, it obviously holds that

(11)

In any case, the norm of the pole figure, which is defined for a complete
pole figure only

1 P

will not be effected by artificially introducing axial symmetry by means
of (10) and (11). Thus

I I * (12)

and in the case of incomplete experimental pole figures it may be
reasonable to use their artificially symmetrized form I* to determine
an approximate of the norm of the associated complete pole figures.
Essentially, we give an approximate of the relative norms with respect
to one of the incomplete pole figures, which is sufficient to prepare
them for a simultaneous analysis, as it leaves one common unknown
to all sub-systems of linear equations to be solved.

Let I(hkl)l and I(hkl)2 be two incomplete experimental pole figures,
discretized in P’= K’*L respectively P"= K"*L components, and
let I*(hkl) and I*(hkl)2 be their associated artificially symmetrized
forms. Then we have

p,

i(hkl) trn(hkl)x y* (hkl) (13)
p=l

and

(hkl)2 cr,,(hkl)2 y* (hkl)
p=l
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or in matrix notation

I *(hkl)x a_*(hkl)x Y*(hkl) (14)

and

I * (hkl)2 a* (hkl)2 Y* (hkl)2

where the (K’ x i/max)- matrix *(hkl) is obtained by truncating the
(K x/max) matrix a*(hkl), according to the incomplete experimental
pole figure I(hkl)l. Analogously ff_*(hkl)2 is given as (K"x #max)-
matrix. Furthermore, we have

Y*(hkl)x r Y* (15)

Y*(hkl)2 r2 Y*

where Y* is the true discrete orientation distribution and ra, r2 are the
corresponding coefficients of normalization.
As with a* also a* is full range, we get at once

r Y* Y*(hkl) (cr*(hkl)x) I *(hkl)x (16)

and

Now we define

rE Y* Y*(hkl)2 (_*(hkl)2) I*(hkl)2

1 ’ y(hkl)
/-/max / y*(hkl)2

(17)

which approximates the ratio

/’1
r (18)

/’2

Now taking

fI(hkl)2
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we have been able to normalize the incomplete experimental pole figure
I (hkl)2 with respect to I (hkl)l, which means we normalized I(hkl) and
I(hkl)2 up to one common coefficient rl. I(hkl) and fI(hkl)2 may now
be used to perform a simultaneous texture analysis based on the
measurement of two incomplete pole figures.

Obviously, the procedure given above applies also to the ease of
more than two incomplete experimental pole figures. Along with a full
texture analysis the unknown coefficient r will be determined according
to the normalizing property of the vector method (Ruer, 1976, p. 65),
and thus all the experimental pole figures may be finally normalized.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To present a numerical example of the proposed procedure we have
chosen two complete pole figures of a sample of experimentally de-
formed limestones, K 338. The pole figure (01.2) and (10.4) were
measured by neutron diffraction. Parameters ofdiscretization have been
6hosen to K 18, L 72 for the pole figures and #,,ax 40, M 24
for the orientation distribution. For more details and results of the
texture analysis by means of the vector method the reader is referred
to Schaeben, Wenk and Vadon, 1984).
The true ratio ofnorms of the experimental pole figure was calculated

to

r [lI(O1.2)ll/l]I(lO.4)ll 1.83

In Table I, numerical results for the approximate ratio of norms are
given for K’= K"--17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12 which correspond to
incomplete pole figures truncated at r/lira 85, 80, 75, 70, 65, 60 degrees.

TABLE I: Approximate ratio of norms f of incomplete pole figures (01.2) and (10.4) of
experimentally deformed limestone, sample K 338.

Approximate Relative absolute Relative square

85 2.05 11.89 1.41
80 1.94 5.95 0.33
75 1.93 4.98 0.24
70 1.92 4.80 0.23
65 1.92 4.53 0.20
60 1.90 3.54 0.12
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